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PRAGUE TRANSATLANTIC TALKS 2014:  

FACING THE ATLANTIC CYBER CHALLENGE 

_____________________________________________________ 
 

International Expert Conference organized by the Association for International Affairs – AMO with kind 

support of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic and the U.S. Embassy Prague and in 

cooperation with the Embassy of the Republic of Estonia in the Czech Republic and the Representation 

of the European Commission in the Czech Republic. 

 

Prague, Czech Republic 

May 28, 2014 – Representation of the European Commission in the Czech Republic 

May 29, 2014 – Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic 

 

Cyber space is a new dimension offering unique opportunities for the economic growth as well as 

interpersonal relations. Potential of the digital economy is both commercial and political. Equally the matters 

of freedom and human rights receive a new meaning within the virtual space. However, cyber space also 

bears new threats and security challenges. Divergence of cyberspace is apparent in the particular aspects that 

are to be discussed during the respective conference panels. 

 

AMO intends to organize a two days international expert conference and gather representatives of the public, 

non-profit and private sector from the NATO and the EU member states. The conference themes will 

interconnect the security dimension of cyber space as well as its political and economic consequences and 

aspects. These topics, essential for the cooperation of NATO member states, will be presented and discussed 

on the basis of the discussion paper from AMO experts.  

 

The conference will follow up on the successful previous Prague Transatlantic Talks conference series, 

which were organized with the kind support of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic and the 

NATO Public Diplomacy Division and were held under the auspices of the former foreign affairs minister 

Karel Schwarzenberg, as well as former Prime Ministers Petr Nečas and Mirek Topolánek. 

 

AMO has been deeply dedicated to the cyber security studies since 2011 (International Conference 

Confronting Cyberterrorism: Tackling Political Aspects of Cybersecurity) and regularly takes part in cyber 

space projects within the Visegrad Group such as V4 Cooperation in Ensuring Cyber Security or Cyber 

Security in the V4: Preparing the Region for a New Reality. 

 

Working language: English 

 

Suggested hashtag: #AMOptt 

 

Contact details: Vojtěch Havrda, vojtech.havrda@amo.cz 

http://www.amo.cz/past-events/confronting-cyberterrorism-tackling-political-aspects-of-cybersecurity-1.html?lang=en
http://www.amo.cz/publications/-v4-cooperation-in-ensuring-cyber-security---analysis-and-recommendations.html?lang=en
http://www.amo.cz/amo-research-center/research-projects/cyber-security-in-the-v4-preparing-the-region-for-a-new-reality.htm?lang=en
http://www.amo.cz/amo-research-center/research-projects/cyber-security-in-the-v4-preparing-the-region-for-a-new-reality.htm?lang=en
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Programme 
 

Day #1 – Wednesday, May 28, 2014 

 

Please register here for the first conference day. 

 

Venue: Representation of the European Commission in the Czech Republic, Jungmannova 24, Prague 1 

 

13:00 – 13:30   Registration  

 

13:30 – 15:15   Panel I: Internet Regulation 

 

Gerben Klain Baltink, Secretary, Dutch National Cyber Security Council, Ministry of Security and Justice 

of the Netherlands, The Hague/NL 

Michal Feix, Business Development Director, Seznam.cz, Prague/CZ 

Denis Gibadulin, Public Policy & Gov't Relations Analyst, Google Czech Republic, Prague/CZ 

Jaromír Novák, Chairman of the Council, Czech Telecommunication Office, Prague/CZ 

Václav Mach, Legal and Corporate Affairs Lead, Microsoft Czech Republic; Member of the Board of 

Directors, ICT Unie, Prague/CZ 

 

Chaired by Tomáš Rezek, Research Fellow, Association for International Affairs, Prague/CZ 

 

15:15 – 15:45   Coffee Break 

 

15:45 – 17:15   Panel II: Internet and Law 

 

Tomáš Flídr, Owner, Information server Cyber Security Info, Brno/CZ 

Radim Polčák, Head of the Department, Institute of Law and Technology, Masaryk University, Brno/CZ 

Kevin Rothrock, Project Editor, Global Voices, Fairfield/US 

Illési Zsolt, Associate Professor, College of Dunaújváros, Dunaújváros/H 

 

Chaired by Tomáš Rezek, Research Fellow, Association for International Affairs, Prague/CZ 

 

18:00 – 19:30  Glass of Wine (by special invitation only) 

 

Venue: Embassy of the Republic of Estonia in Prague, Na Kampě 1, Prague 1 

 

 

  

http://www.eventbrite.com/e/prague-transatlantic-talks-2014-facing-the-atlantic-cyber-challenge-day1-registration-11734400909
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Day #2 – Thursday, May 29, 2014 

 

Please register here for the second conference day. 

 

Venue: Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic, Loretánské náměstí 5, Prague 1 

 

9:30 – 10:00   Registration 

10:00 – 10:20  Opening Remarks 

Petr Kypr, Director of Strategic Group, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic, Prague/CZ 

Vít Dostál, Director of the Research Center, Association for International Affairs - AMO, Prague/CZ 

10:20 – 11:50  Panel III: Safeguarding Critical Infrastructure 

Aapo Cederberg, Senior Programme Advisor, Geneva Centre for Security Policy, Geneva/CH 

Neil Mitchison, Head of the "Security and Technology Assessment" Unit, Institute for the Protection and 

Security of the Citizen (European Commission's Joint Research Centre), Ispra/IT 

Roman Pačka, National Security Authority, National Cyber Security Centre, Prague/CZ 

Joanna Świątkowska, Expert, The Kosciuszko Institute, Kraków/PL 

 

Chaired by Nikola Schmidt, Researcher, Institute of Political Studies, Charles University in Prague, 

Prague/CZ 

 

11:50 – 12:45   Lunch 

12:45 – 13:15   Keynote Speech 

Christopher Painter, Coordinator for Cyber Issues, U.S. Department of State, Washington D.C./US 

13:15 – 14:45   Panel IV: Virtual War and Casualties 

Karsten Geier, Head of Division, Dialogue and Communication; New Threats, Federal Foreign Office, 

Berlin/D 

Alexander Klimburg, Research Fellow, Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs, Cambridge/US 

Piret Pernik, Research Fellow, International Centre for Defense Studies, Tallinn/ET 

Josef Vyskoč, Associate Fellow, Central European Policy Institute, Bratislava/SK 

 

14:45 – 15:00   Wrap-up Session 

Tomáš Rezek, Research Fellow, Association for International Affairs, Prague/CZ 

  

http://www.eventbrite.com/e/prague-transatlantic-talks-2014-facing-the-atlantic-cyber-challenge-day2-registration-11734677737
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Conference panels and suggested topics for discussion 

 

Day #1 – Wednesday, May 28, 2014 

 

Internet Regulation Cyber space exists independently on political and geographical borders. Such existence 

has its advantages (economic potential), but also bears lot of challenges (targeted cyber attacks, spread of 

xenophobic and extremist ideas). Position of individual states towards Internet regulation is diametrically 

diverse and proceeds on scale from total regulation to completely liberal attitude. Do the member states of 

the EU and NATO share the same approach? What is the common practice among the Visegrad Group? 

 

 Censorship of online content 

 Private companies & their role in the regulation of the Internet 

 Regulation or anarchy? 

 National boarders in the cyber space 

 Technical limits of regulation 

 Regulation & its costs 

 Future of the Internet governance 

 Regulation of the Internet & human rights 

 NETmundial conference & its implications  

 ICANN & national interests  

 

 

Internet and Law The Internet is another dimension where the standard law is applied. There are only few 

laws specifically concerned with cyber space. Nevertheless the character of cyber space is specific. Is the 

legislation in its current form adequate to contain juridical aspects of the Internet? When will the 

international community settle on the common solution to such problems? 

 

 Current legislation & cyber space 

 Cyber crime 

 Anonymity in the cyber space 

 Private data & sensitive information in the cyber space 

 Customer protection & free services 

 Freedom of the Internet – political tool or necessity? 

 Human rights in the cyber space 

 Law enforceability in the cyber space 

 Private companies & legal obligations 

 Transition of power to private companies 
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Day #2 – Thursday, May 29, 2014 

 

Safeguarding Critical Infrastructure Exploitation of modern technologies within the public administration 

as well as in the critical infrastructure has created dangerous dependence on cyber space and on modern 

technologies. The amount of electronic transactions constitutes a considerable part of individual state’s 

economies; thereby the relevant infrastructure in the private sector becomes critical. Do the NATO member 

states approach the problem of securing their communication systems and critical infrastructure from cyber 

attacks with the same manners? 

 

 Development of critical infrastructure’s characteristics 

 Responsibility for cyber security of critical infrastructure and its systems 

 Critical infrastructure on EU level 

 Stakeholders & their responsibilities 

 Costs versus security in the cyber space 

 Public sector & cyber security 

 Security of cloud solutions 

 Regulation of private companies in the name of security 

 Bearing costs for the security 

 Cyber aspects of critical infrastructure 

 

 

Virtual War and Casualties Cyber space and its characteristics can be misused in order to conduct cyber 

attacks. These have a potential to threaten individual states and break out into a cyberwar. Today the state’s 

interests are often threatened by the lack of effective defence capabilities and the inability to identify the 

aggressor. Which role should the NATO and its member states take in order to defend their interests in cyber 

space? 

 

 Cyber war & its definition 

 Cyber attacks as a part of conventional warfare 

 Cyber weapons & their definition 

 Cyber attacks & the international law 

 Cyber arms race – fiction or reality? 

 Non proliferation of cyber weapons 

 NATO Smart Defence & the cyber war 

 Attribution problem in the cyber war 

 Cyber defence vs. cyber security 

 Role of the army in the cyber security 

 


